
Climbing in Rhodesia
WaIter Krog

A VI.Sltor from over eas, 0!1 hearing that my sport was 'climbing', said in
amazement 'What on earth do you climb in Rhodesia, trees?' He later admitted
that he had heard of, but not vi ited, the himanimani Mountains, and he
suppo ed we did all our climbing there. In fact, most Rhodesian rock-climbing
take pia e within an hour or so drive from the capital city of Salisbury.

Rhodesia can claim to be one of the oldest known land surfaces in the world.
Weathering, expansion and contraction over aeons have split huge blocks of
rock and i:l some cases caused them to peel off in layers like an onion. These
harder, ancient rocs:s remain as granite inselbergs which dominate the scene
in many parts of Rhodesia. They are not high by world mountaineering
standards, most being under 300 m from ground-level, but the hardness of the
rock and the abundance of small flakes, p ckmarks, cracks and chimney
provide a type of rock-climbing that is both fascinating and testing.

36 Typical Rhodesian granite ontcrop. This and next photo: W. Krag
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Rock-climbing in Rhode ia had its b ginning among t a few entbu ia ts,
most of whom had climbed either in outh Africa or the nited Kingdom. As
a result, their idea of a climb wa on omething that resembled the rock they
were used to, omething you could really get hold of, however vertical it might
be. They found their happy hunting ground at :\Iazoe, among t the krantzes
overlooking the ::\lazoe Dam that irrigates the world-famous citru estate.
This beautiful ar a ha an abundance of gra y hills that are capped by teep
ironstone outcrop. cave at the top of one of the e hills became a sort of
headquarters and dozen of short but se re routes were et up. One of the mo t
spectacular, a 400-ft Grade \' vertical climb is known as' taghound's Retreat'.
This con i ts of seven pitches, and one of them provides a sen ational view
between the climber' legs of the :\Iazoe valley hundred of feet below. orne
consider thi to be a cia sic of the Rhode ian climb.

From 1950 until the first recorded meet of the newly formed Mountain Club
of Rhodesia on 3 .:Ylarch 1956, most of the climbing was done in this area.
The lub Journal of that time records an occasion when two climbers were
attacked b a swarm of bees and received a thow,and or more stings each!
The Rhodesian bee seems to have evol ed a species especially to deal with
unwary rock-climbers. It i known, appropriatel enough, as the rock bee.
Perhaps it was this unfortunate event that caused the climbers to look else
\ here. But where? The smooth, rounded, granite outcrops so common in
Rhode ia appeared to be completely unclimbable.

37 Bari
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There were, however, some pioneers exploring a massive rock some 80 miles
from Salisbury which was to become the acme of Rhodesian rock-climbing.
This peak, named Bari (Shona: a species of mushroom), more than 300 m
high, was opened up by, amongst others, two well-known Rhodesian climbers,
Rusty Baillie and lan McMorrin. Their epic eight-pitch 'Baboon Route'
is still the only Grade VI climb in Rhodesia successfully overcome by non
artificial means. It was thought at the time that it would never be climbed
again, as a vital hold came off just after lan had used it. However, others
have completed it since. There are no easy climbs on Bari, and the Mountain
Club limits activities to 'competent climbers' only.

Most climbing areas are in the African Tribal Trust Lands, and the permission
of the local Chief has to be obtained before entering his domain. This is
particularly important, as some mountains have a spiritual significance to the
Africans and to climb such a peak without certain propitiation ceremonies
having been performed may upset the spirits, who would send down a
plague or a drought on the unfortunate inhabitants. In the case of Bari, the
Chief and his retainers were invited to take a ringside seat and watch the
climbing, which they did, eventually departing, shaking their heads at the
peculiarities of the white man.

There is no easy way down from the summit of Bari, and several pitches of
abseiling are necessary. An exhilarating exercise is to traverse the mountain
by climbing one of the established routes such as 'Tower Buttress' (Grade III
Sup.) or 'Great Diedre' (Grade IV Inf.) and then abseil down the opposite
exposed and vertical face. One of the abseil pitches ends on a tree trunk
projecting horizontally from a sheer rock face. Quite delicate balance is
required to change ropes and continue the abseil, which then becomes a
free drop into a wide chimney.

The transition from the Mazoe ironstone to granite climbing came about as
climbers found themselves walking, then scrambling, up steeper and steeper
sides of the massive outcrops. The possibilities of these providing good
climbing routes began to show themselves. One of the favourite walking and
scrambling haunts of the club was at Musungwa, a granite inselberg some
30 miles from Salisbury. As a party relaxed with their lunch by a sparkling
clear stream under the trees one Sunday, a climber surveyed the steep grey
walls which faced them. 'I wonder if that would go', he thought to himself as
he traced a possible route to the top. He determined to put it to the test and,
with a companion, opened up the first of many routes on Musungwa, and called
it 'Valhalla Wall'.

The new age of granite outcrop climbing in Rhodesia had dawned. The Musun
gwa meets are now one of the highlights of the Rhodesian climbing calendar
and dozens of routes of all standards have been established.

Some 50-60 miles from Salisbury, just off the main road to Malawi, stands a
dome-like massif with ramparts of steep, clean granite. This is Hurungwe
(Shona: a spherical or round object). Seven miles away stands Zhombwe
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(Shona: a large hill). One version of an African legend relates that Hurungwe
was originally in the position now occupied by Zhombwe. Zhombwe was at
Macheke some 30 miles away, but it decided to migrate. It rolled through the
bushveld, leaving a permanent scar which can be seen to this day. As it rolled
it collided violently with Hurungwe, and the two giants became locked in
mortal combat. Zhombwe usurped Hurungwe's position by driving it off to
where it now stands, still brooding over its defeat. Zhombwe was not un
scathed, however, and displays for all to see the enormous indentation caused
by the collision.

1961 was Hurungwe's vintage year as regards serious rock-climbing, when
Rhodesian climbers began to survey its hitherto unclimbed steep faces. It was
not, however, a virgin peak, as a moderately easy ascent from one side had
previously been climbed by surveyors. This route became known as the
'Standard Route', and is now used as an easy way of descending after a climb.
Climb after climb was opened up, and reports of this 'Golden Age' of Rhodesian
climbing make fascinating and exciting reading in the Mountain Club Journal
of the time. Today, when climbing one of these now well-established routes, a
climber will take off his hat, metaphorically, to those pioneer climbers who
ventured up into the unknown heights. There are many climbs with long
exposed traverses and pitches where the leader, unaccustomed to this style of
climbing, will hunt in vain for runner points. Many a South African climber,
used to the jug holds of Table Mountain, in spite of its extreme verticality
and exposure, will quake at the apparent lack of holds and the exposure of
some Rhodesian granite climbs.

It is sometimes helpful to hear outside opinions of our climbing facilities.
Such an occasion arose when I received a phone call one day from the Salis
bury office ofthe Outward Bound Association. A Voluntary Service Organisa
tion volunteer had arrived that day from England on his way to Melsetter,
Eastern Districts of Rhodesia, to serve his two-year stint as an instructor at
the Outward Bound School situated there. He was a VS Leader Grade climber
from the Lake District, England. Could I take him for a climb that afternoon?
This was easily arranged, and I took him out to 'the boulders', a fantastic
collection of balancing rocks about 10 miles from the city centre. This is the
training and practice ground of Salisbury climbers who gather after work,
mainly on Wednesdays, to keep their hands (and feet) in. I led up one of the
granite slopes known as the 'Pinnacle', a rock face with a complete absence of
runner points and with miniscule flakes as holds. My companion battled a
bit at first but soon got the hang of our rock and before the evening had ended
had completed a Grade IV solo. 'This is wonderful', he enthused. 'I certainly
never thought I would be enjoying a real climb the very day I arrived in
Rhodesia.' He went on to express the opinion that we were extremely fortunate
to have this and other climbing areas in such close proximity to our capital
city. We are well aware of our good fortune, as there are over IS0 climbs
catalogued at 'the boulders', ranging from low to the highest grade. It is here
that the Mountain Club holds 'Beginners' meets' for those taking up the sport
for the first time. There are chimneys, cracks, mantelshelves and exposed
vertical faces galore. One of the most difficult is a Grade V named 'Vertigo'.
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38 The Boulders. Photo: T. Harris

It is vertical and slightly overhanging at the top, and gymnastic ability is
nece ary even to get ofl' the ground. It was first climb d, and solo at that,
by one of the intrepid founder members of the Mountain Club of Rhodesia,
lan IcMorrin, now a resident of the United Kingdom, a member of the
Alpine Club and co-author of the World Atlas ofMountaineering.

A note on grading of climbs in Rhodesia may be helpful. As can be seen from
the accounts I have given of the various climbs, we have adopted the numerical
system. Below is a table giving the comparative outh African and British
grades.

Approximate equivalent grades

7

Numerical
system

(Rhodesian)

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade 1\
Grade
Grade '\ I

British

Moderate
Difficult

ery difficult
Severe
'\ ery severe
Extremely,
exceptionally,
severe

South African

C
.D-E
E
E-F
F-G

Gplus
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Artificial climbing is graded AI to A4. The subgrading Inferior and Superior
are also used, e.g. Grade III Inf. or Grade IV Sup.

Apart from rock-climbing, a considerable amount of the hill-walking-type
of mountaineering is done, mainly in the Chimanimani Mountains and at
Inyanga, both in the Eastern Districts of Rhodesia. The highest mountain
in Rhodesia is Inyangani, 2593 m, which may be climbed by a very straight
forward tourist path.

The Mountain Club has built a chalet at the foot of Inyangani on land leased
from the National Parks Department, which controls this part of Inyanga.
There are some very beautiful and strenuous hill-walks around this area. A
typical expedition would be to climb the steep grass banks behind the chalet
to reach the Inyangani range and cross over the hinterland to the Gaeresi
river and waterfall. Here one could camp and return the next day, having spent
an enjoyable weekend mountaineering. This is off the tourist track and there
are no signs of human or domesticated animal occupation. It is one of the many
areas in Rhodesia in which one can get away .completely from civilisation. The
going is rather hard up in the range due to the large grass tufts. It is difficult
to know whether to hop from tuft to tuft or try and place your feet between.

There are some very steep walls of rock on the far side of Inyangani, but I
know of no one who has climbed them, as the rock is alleged to be loose and
unsafe.

There is some rock-climbing in Inyanga, however, in an area of granite
outcrops before you enter the National Park. One towering peak known as
Susurumba has the typical thin Rhodesian rock faces and provides a challeng
ing climb, with a tricky diedre. The neighbouring Crusader Rock, so named
because the formation at the summit closely resembles a dead crusader
complete with covering shield, has an enjoyable but fairly low-grade climb
to offer. It is right by the main road to Salisbury and is often climbed by
parties returning home after the weekend.

A sheer escarpment rises from the plain in the west at Inyanga forming a
plateau, the crowning point of which is known as 'World's View'. An enjoyable
exercise is to climb up through the grass and woodland from the plain to the
viewpoint. It is most satisfying to see the expression of amazement on the faces
of tourists who have driven there from the other side when you suddenly
pop up under their feet from below. The face of the escarpment nearby is
granite, and provides good rock-climbing.

Further on to the north of the 'World's View' escarpment is the Nyamaropa
plateau. Here is a wide-open expanse of rolling grass lands with superb views
on both the eastern and western sides. It is an enjoyable hiking and camping
area with small streams that is seldom visited due to its inaccessibility.

Inyanga is extremely accessible to the five-day-weeker, but the Chimanimani
Mountains, the great goal of the climber, hiker and hill-walking mountaineer
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are rather far for weekend VISItS. Thus, at Easter, Rhodes and Founders
Holidays, and Christmas, the mountain-lovers who are prepared to slog with
a pack, camp out and rough it a bit make their way to the area that provides
the highlight of the mountaineering year in Rhodesia.

Chimanimani; the very name is a call, inviting you to explore their slopes and
peaks. You have but to visit them once to come under their spell. There is
possibly no other area in the world to compare with their unspoilt beauty,
remoteness and wildness. The Chimanimanis are kept that way because
there is no road into them and you have to climb to get there. This has kept
them free from the menace of tourist pollution.

A 26o-mile drive from Salisbury takes the climber to Melsetter, behind
which the road stops at Dead Cow Camp. On foot up Long Gully and on
across a vast, rolling plateau, he reaches the National Park Chalet on a high
point above Bundi river valley. Opposite are the highest summits, Kweza
(2437 m) and Turret Towers (2367 m), while at the valley head is Ben Nevis
(2179 m). 'Mitre Buttress' on Turret Towers is a well-known rock-climb.
Further south there are other climbs on the Dragon's Tooth (1769 m). Many
other routes and expeditions are possible.

Yes, there is climbing and mountaineering in Rhodesia, and we do not have to
climb trees very often ... at least, not unless we happen to get chased by an
elephant or perhaps a buffalo!
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